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💥FAN FIC MISH MASH with Merely Roleplayers

📍Room 1/Pouilly

🕥 10:30 am - 12 pm

Heroes you know in a story you don't.

This live show uses the Interstitial system by Riley Hopkins, which is inspired by 
crossover/alternate universe fan fiction (and by making your Star Wars action figures 
and your My Little Ponies go on adventures together). Players take existing 
characters from different books, movies and TV and throw them together in new 
settings to discover new destinies.

💀 Theatre Macabre Presents: The 3 Nightmares of 
the Cthulu  Stole Christmas!

📍Room 1/Pouilly

🕥 12:30 pm - 2 pm

Content warnings for Horror themes (12A rated)
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https://revryebread.itch.io/interstitial-our-hearts-intertwined#:~:text=Interstitial%3A%20Our%20Hearts%20Intertwined%20is,Powered%20by%20the%20Apocalypse%20engine.
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A group of beings from the hellish realm of MÖRK BORG, seek escape and salvation 
from their tortured existence. Following the ritual laid down by the Hag of the 
festering bog, they pass through a portal into the world of Dickensian London, which 
they quickly find more wretched than the lands of home, and into the room of a 
miserly fool who has got themselves all entangled with the old one!

Can they find their way back from this more disgusting realm?!

Can they help this fool end his miserly ways!?

Can they save Christmas from Cthulu?!

💬 The Real Agony Artificers of Faerûn! with The 
DM's Book Club

📍Room 1/Pouilly

🕥 2:30 pm - 3:30 pm

From the cohosts of the DM's BookClub comes The Real Agony Aunts of Faerûn: An 
unofficial D&D advice show! 

Fiona and Hamilton will try to answer your every day RPG dilemmas like 'What do 
you do if you don't have a healer in the party?' or 'How can I get rid of the title of 
forever DM?'.

Send in your tales of Bad Dice Roles, TKPs, and Woeful GMing and our hosts will try 
to HELP you navigate the everyday problems of running a session of the World's 
Most Popular Table Top RPG.

📟

https://morkborg.com/
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📟 Paranoia: Simulacrum SuperGroup! with Naomi 
Clarke

📍Room 2/Beaujolais

🕥 11:30 am - 1:00 pm

Friend Computer is in trouble but the clone creator is on the fritz, it just keeps spitting 
out more podcasters! Catch this sci-fi comedy set in Alpha Complex with the biggest 
all-star TTRPG cast!

🎲 Dungeons & Dragons - The Panto - Part 2: Return 
of the Panto with Modified Roll

📍Room 2/Beaujolais

🕥 1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

With sillier Costumes and even more shenanigans*, the Panto is back as we view it 
through the lens of Dungeons and Dragons once again. We'll be exploring more of 
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your favourite Panto stories as our cast of heroes (and sidekicks) set out to beat the 
villains and thwart their schemes!

(*not guaranteed)

🪄 Realm of Peril & Glory's Liminal

📍Room 2/Beaujolais

🕥 3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Realms of Peril & Glory's very popular Liminal London setting is coming to 
Dragonmeet! A noir detective story set within the Hidden City that lives within the 
cracks and crevices of the London we know and love. 

With special guest Grant Howit (Rowan, Rook & Decard) reprising his role from the 
third Liminal London series, the team will be delving into the depths of the 
mysterious hierarchy of Wizards that call the British Museum home.

🛡 Knights of Potcedonia hosted by 3 Black Halflings
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📍Room 2/Beaujolais

🕥 5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

5 of the UK's biggest TTRPG creators, writers, performers, and all-round rad lads 
play a hilarious 5e homebrew adventure set in the land of Potcedonia - as heard on 
Not Another D&D Podcast - run by Jasper William Cartwright!

List was complied by Fiona K.T. Howat / Co-ordinator of PodcastZone at 
Dragonmeet (Nov 2023)

Banner Photo by Jamie Drew

PodcastZone 2023 Logo by Soo Soo Kim

Many thanks to Electro-Voice for supporting PodcastZone 2023

🗺 Floor Plan of the Mezzanine 

https://naddpod.com/
http://linktr.ee/podcastzoneuk
https://www.dragonmeet.co.uk/
https://jamiedrew.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/soosoostudios/
https://electrovoice.com/



